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Our Story
Born in 2016 in Toronto, the MARSQUEST brand was 
inspired by the diversity found in our wonderful city. 
We wanted to create eyewear that could be worn by 
anybody, anywhere. We are your best companion on 
your “Mars Quest.”

At MARSQUEST, we offer eyewear that defines the 
adventure-centric lifestyle we love. We strive to create 
passions, develop confidence, but most importantly, 
empower the adventures of individuals. We are build-
ing a community with active, health-conscious and 
fearless people, and we want you on board.

Start your personal journey with us. Whether you’re  
running the track or walking the dog, rocking the 
slopes or killing it at the office, MARSQUEST  
Eyewear is there every step of the way.



Our third collection, Force, puts the classic aviator 
look in the spotlight. Super light, these frames are 
made to be worn all day, no matter where your day 
takes you. Unlike other aviators, our Force collection 
features rubber-tipped arms so they stay in place 
and stay soft behind your ears.

Force





Step into the future with our line of Orbit sunglasses. 
Our unique, avant-garde design is perfect for those 
who want to cultivate a futuristic or cutting-edge style 
in their fashion choices. Don’t let the delicate lines 
fool you. The dual plastic-metal construction is flexible 
yet durable and can easily stand up to the stresses of 
everyday use.

Orbit



Go from boardroom and boardwalk in an instant 
with our Alpha collection. With its dual plastic-metal 
construction, the Alpha line can easily be dressed up 
or down – meaning you can take them wherever your 
day takes you.

Alpha





Clean, bold, loud. Step into the future with The 
Cosmic line of frames. Popular with bloggers and 
influencers, this line gives you a futuristic, paparaz-
zi-ready feel every time you step out. Advanced Flex 
technology on these frames ensures a proper fit on 
every face.

Cosmic



Be at the forefront of style. The Omega collection was 
designed especially for those looking to turn heads. 
The metal bridge and open center design give this 
frame a futuristic look, while also accommodating 
different face shapes.

Omega



Featuring fashionable round lenses and premium 
metal detailing, the Atomic line of sunglasses was 
designed to be a showstopper. Online or offline, 
turn heads this season wherever you go - the 
Atomic line was designed for being at the top  
of your fashion game.

Atomic



Gravity, the first line ever released by Marsquest is 
our first love. The chunky, bold frames and reflective, 
coloured lenses are perfect for that bold look. A fan 
favorite with bloggers, these TR90 frames are light  
but durable, so you can wear them all day without  
the headache.

Gravity





Fusion
Fusion is the perfect synergy of quality and design. 
The sturdy construction of these hand-finished frames 
are adjustable to all face shape with EMS memory 
plastic to keep up with your active lifestyles. With 
anti-scratch technology and UV400 protection,  
Fusion can protect your eyes while adding a fresh 
aesthetic to your outfits.



Momentum X frames are built from TR90 memory 
plastic, which retains its shape (and therefore it’s grip) 
even through large amounts of distortion or warping 
or stress. There is no moveable nose bridge, which 
increases stability and eliminates the chance of it 
breaking off at the wrong moment. Momentum X 
frames are so sturdy you can run over them with a  
car-we know because we’ve tried!

Momentum X





Momentum takes its place as our second line ever 
launched. Designed for active lifestyles, Momentum 
frames are fully built with TR90 memory plastic with 
no moveable nose bridge, so you can play rough and 
keep your sunglasses on. We’re so confident in them 
we even tested running a car over them. This pair  
also comes with all our standard premium coatings, 
and UV protecting polarized lenses.

Momentum



Vector
With a sturdy construction, Vector is the perfect 
synergy of quality and design. They are adjustable to 
all face shapes and built with EMS memory plastic to 
keep up with your active lifestyles. With anti-scratch 
technology and UV400 protection, Vector can 
protect your eyes while adding a fresh aesthetic  
to your outfits.



Pictor
The Pictor is a thinner rendition of some of our past 
Ursa styles. With a thinner acetate frame in clear sand, 
metal cut-out temple tips, and flat clear sand lenses 
with 100% UV Protection, this frame is lightweight and 
effortless for all occasions.



The strong rectangular shape of these lenses lends 
a unique feel to the classic navigator shape. Nylon 
gradient lenses are encased in a durable double stack 
frame with an accented stainless steel bar. The Lynx is 
not atypical, it’s exceptional.

Lynx





Mirrored. Polished. Cat eye. With its subtle lift and 
tailored sophistication, the Cygnus radiates a natural 
sexiness and elegance that will boost your confident 
and give you a little extra pep in your step. This pleas-
ant, oversized cat eye shaped frame is agreeable to 
many face shapes.

Cygnus



Pavo is everything you have ever wanted. This 
go-with-everything silhouette featured frame on a 
gradient coloured lenses is a perfect go-to for all face 
shapes. The oversized design with the signature frame 
will make you the statement maker.

Pavo





The Vela has conquered hearts since its initial launch. 
With its oversized angular shape, smoked and 
mirrored lenses, and gold double rim with signature 
temple, it is so good looking, and looks so hot on. Set 
sail with Vela into your next destination.

Vela



Whether you’re at the beach, in the break room, 
or on a boat, the Scutum creates the perfect angle 
for any selfie. This oversized frame, bold lenses and 
metal temples creates a dramatic compliment to your 
everyday wardrobe.

Scutum



Determined, compact and powerful, the Norma 
accomplishes with natural grace. Keep the unisex look 
with the choices of blue, silver, and gray nylon lenses. 
This classically inspired square aviator is sleek, refined, 
and ideal for everyday wear.

Norma



Elevate your everyday with the Ursa. With a fine pin 
detail and expert craftsmanship, the sturdy construc-
tion of these hand-finished hinged beauties makes 
them more than just your classic frames.

Ursa





Be legendary when sporting the Draco. This design-
er style gives the illusion of a frameless aviator with 
the security of a hidden acetate frame. Featuring flat 
reflective lenses and an oversized frame, each colour 
of Draco is a wardrobe essential.

Draco



Channel the retro glam vibes with these mega-sized 
round sunglasses. For free and pure spirit, the Colum-
ba features round gradiant lenses encased in the light 
stainless-steel frame to bring you back to the 1970s.

Columba



This worldwide fan favourite has turned the classic 
aviator on its head with an edgy twist. No matter what 
type of empire you sit atop of, you’ll project an air of 
strength that says you’re not to be trifled with...even if 
you’re just leader of the pack.

Lupus



Kids
Kids frames are fully built with TR90 memory plastic 
with no moveable nose bridge, so they can play 
rough and keep your sunglasses on. We’re so confi-
dent in them we even tested running a car over them. 
This pair also comes with all our standard premium 
coatings, and UV protecting polarized lenses.



Like the Gravity line, The Furious line of sunglasses 
sports a solid, durable body but with bright colours 
and bold materials. This line features a single body 
construction, meaning no moveable nose-pieces so 
they stay safe even when you’re playing hard.

Furious



Furious Pete is a Canadian award-winning  
weightlifter and Youtube personality who  
holds 9 Guinness World Records



Joseph Valtellini, known as Bazooka Joe, is  
a Canadian Muay Thai kickboxing champion.



Joseph Valtellini, known as Bazooka Joe, is a Cana-
dian retired Muay Thai kickboxing champion being 
undefeated for consecutive wins in his years of pro-
fessional life. As one of the Brand Ambassadors, he 
has spread his passion and empowers many others’ 
adventures to be fearless in facing any challenges.

Bazooka





Our Factory
Our factory, Huiming Optical Co. Limited, was estab-
lished in 1999 by one of MarsQuest’s co-founders. As 
a major supplier for the sunglasses industry, Huiming 
produces not only for Lucottica and Safilo, but also 
world-renowned top brands, such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, 
Burberry, and more.

The quality of the product is guaranteed through a 
dedicated quality testing centre and a series of  
testing devices according to ISO standard.



Press

“The BOLDEST neon pieces  
to rock this summer.”

“Stylish and practical! Flex 
frame technology adaps to

all shapes of faces.”



“High-end sunglasses at
shockingly low prices.”

“Hot new travel product..” “The Canadian sunglasses
brands you NEED to know.”
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